An adaptive multimedia proxy is presented which provides (1) caching, (2) filtering, and (3) media gateway functionalities. The proxy can perform media adaptation on its own, either relying on layered coding or using transcoding in the decompressed domain. A cost model is presented which incorporates user requirements, terminal capabilities, and video variations in one formula. Based on this model, the proxy acts as a general broker of different user requirements and of different video variations. This is a first step towards What You Need is What You Get (WYNIWYG) video services, which deliver videos to users in exactly the quality they need and are willing to pay for. The MPEG-7 and MPEG-21 standards enable this in an interoperable way. A detailed evaluation based on a series of simulation runs is provided.
INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that client-side proxies can give substantial support for video delivery over the Internet. Traditionally, such proxies provide two basic functionalities: they serve (1) as a firewall and (2) as a cache.
These basic functionalities can be considerably extended if we take into consideration that video delivery is getting ever more challenging, partly due to the heterogeneity in user requirements, partly also due to greatly diverse equipment, characterized by (1) different connectivity (ranging from high speed LANs over UMTS to slow connections over modem or GSM) and (2) different computational power (ranging from workstations over PDAs to cell phones). In such a heterogeneous environment, the proxy can take over a much more general role than usually, by serving different user and terminal types by different video quality classes. It can act as a kind of media broker that (1) understands the preferences and capabilities of the user and (2) can handle different variants of the same video. Based on these inputs, it can perform an optimal match between the needs of the user and the possibilities of the provider. It can further detect when a request cannot be fulfilled at all due to irreconcilable quality mismatch, and act in this case as a request filter that protects both server and client from attempting to serve "hopeless" requests (such as sending a video in HDTV quality to a PDA).
The MPEG-7 standard provides tools to describe different variants of a video and the emerging MPEG-21 standard provides tools to describe user preferences as well as terminal and network capabilities in an interoperable way. This enables us to build What You Need is What You Get (WYNIWYG) video services. The users do not get just the available quality nor the best possible quality, but exactly the quality they need and are ready to pay for. This paper introduces a novel concept for such a proxy with broker functionality. The proxy may cache videos in different quality variants. If a video is getting popular both in high and in low quality, then it caches both variants. Thus, it acts not only as a cache but also as a media gateway.
Lower quality variants may be produced in a very efficient way due to layered coding. In the MPEG standardization group, great efforts are in progress to define an efficient layered video coding scheme. Currently, however, layered coding (as defined in MPEG-4) is not supported by virtually any codec. If the video is not available in layered coding, then the proxy can perform transcoding on its own. Transcoding may be a time consuming process, therefore the proxy has to consider its costs.
We introduce a cost model that controls the decisions of the proxy. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on a quality aware video cache that combines partial caching in the quality domain with a differentiated model of user preferences, of video variations, and of the caching costs. A nice feature of this approach is that we get the gateway and a basic filtering functionality dynamically as a "side effect" for free.
The paper presents the simulation results of the proxy acting as a broker. Based on these, the algorithms were integrated into our Quality Based Intelligent Proxy, 1 the evaluation of which is in progress.
BASIC NOTIONS

Client-Side Proxy Cache
A proxy cache is a computer residing between client and server and caching data which the client is requesting from the server. A client-side proxy (from now, simply proxy) has normally a better (faster) connection to its clients then to its servers, which are not aware of its existence. A client sends its request to the proxy, which tries to fulfill the request from its local cache, if possible. If not, the proxy forwards the request to the server. It stores a local copy of the data sent back by the server as an answer to the client. Ideally, a client-side proxy reduces load and network traffic on the server side and gives clients a reduced startup delay.
Media Gateway
A media gateway is similar to a proxy in inspecting the data flows between server and client but it may also modify them according to some transcoding rules. The transcoding itself can be hinted by metadata, such as user preferences or terminal capabilities, or it can be hard coded. A media gateway node transcodes videos to some specific quality characteristics, such as a given dimension, bitrate, color etc. Note that transcoding converts a higher quality level to a lower one, but not the other way round.
Media Adaptation
In the context of video transmission, media adaptation means the transformation of an already compressed video stream. Media adaptation can be classified into three major categories: (1) bitrate conversion or scaling (including frame dropping, i.e., temporal conversion), (2) resolution or spatial conversion, and (3) syntax conversion. Bitrate scaling can adapt to shortages in available bandwidth. Resolution conversion can adapt to bandwidth limitations, but it can also accommodate for known limitations in the user device in processing power, memory, or display size. Syntax conversion is used in hybrid networks to match server and client compression protocols. In the current work we assume that frame dropping can be done in the compressed domain, for other kinds of transcoding we need to decompress and re-encode a video, which is called adaptation in the decompressed domain -a slow and resource-intensive task. Efficient algorithms for general transcoding in the compressed domain do exist, but are out of the scope of this paper.
Adaptation and Cache Replacement
Cache replacement strategies in the area of video caching are divided into two categories: full and partial caching.
With full caching, videos are handled like normal Web objects, with the disadvantage that videos are huge and only a small number of videos can be cached at one node; thus, hit rate is low. With partial caching, only a selected part of a video is cached, e.g., only a prefix, 2 or bursty parts of a video, 3 hotspot segments, 4 etc.
In this paper we concentrate on partial caching in the quality domain. Related work in this area mostly relies on layered coded videos, which reduces adaptation to the simple case of deleting the highest available enhancement layer. Examples are periodic caching of layered coded videos, 5 combination of replacement strategies and layered coded videos, 6 quality adjusted caching of GoPs (groups of pictures), 7 adaptive caching of layered coded videos in combination with congestion control 8 or simple replacement strategies (patterns) for videos consisting of different quality steps. 9 Most of these proposals rely on simulation to evaluate the performance of the caching techniques.
None of these proposals considers user preferences or reload behavior due to quality mismatches.
Adaptation and Codecs
Most codecs do not support layered coding, although this is a requirement for fast and efficient adaptation. One of the first widely used standards with rudimentary adaptation support was MPEG-2, which allowed the definition of a single enhancement layer. This feature was pretty much ignored by content providers.
MPEG-4 is actually the first standard that offers extensive adaptation options, i.e., temporal, spatial and bitrate scalability through the means of layered coding. Most implementations of the standard in software/hardware do not (yet) support this feature, but restrict themselves to the simple profile part of MPEG-4, which does not even support B-frames.
Adaptation and Media Gateways
Using adaptation in media gateways on content that does not support layered coding creates several problems. The first problem is the high burden on the CPU created by resource intensive decoding and encoding operations. For example a 2.0 GHz Pentium IV processor is capable of performing bitrate transcoding on only six CIF (352 x 288) streams in parallel.
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Another problem is the reduced hit rate in the cache. It is a common assumption that request patterns follow the Zipf distribution. The higher the Zipf α value, the higher is the hit rate in the proxy † . Without layered coding the proxy stores n variations of the same video in the cache. Due to differing user preferences, the requests now do not accumulate on a single object but are distributed over n variants. This "scattering" disturbs the original Zipf distribution and has the effect as if the α value was reduced. The number of one-timers (videos that are requested only once) increases and even a class of zero-timers is introduced. Zero-timers are videos that are used only as transcoding sources but are never explicitly requested by any client. As we have to lock these videos when using them as transcoding sources, they may remain in the cache for a fairly long time.
Moreover, the size of these n variants is in total greater than the size of the stream in layered coding format. Thus, a media gateway can store more video objects than a Web proxy but fewer different videos.
The advantage of the gateway functionality is that reloading of a video due to quality mismatches happens significantly less frequently and that costumer satisfaction should be considerably higher. Costumer satisfaction is of course generally hard to measure -that is the reason why we take user preferences and costs into consideration.
User Preferences
There are currently two major standards available for communicating user preferences to a server. The first one is CC/PP (Composite Capabilities/Preference Profiles) 11 which is a standardized framework developed by the W3C as an extension to the HTTP 1.1 standard. It is a collection of the capabilities and preferences associated with a user and the configuration of hardware, software, and applications used by the user to access the World Wide Web. The disadvantage of this protocol is that it fails to allow users to specify priorities for features, e.g., to prefer higher video frame rate over larger spatial resolution.
The other major standard is MPEG-21, 12 specifically the Digital Item Adaptation (DIA) part. The advantage of MPEG-21 DIA is that it was designed with content adaptation in mind.
QBIX-G
QBIX-G (Quality Based Intelligent proXy Gateway) realizes the combined media gateway/cache functionality. It supports standard-compliant RTSP communication, with extensions that allow clients to transmit their user preferences to the proxy, and allows real-time transcoding of AVI and MPEG-1/-2/-4 videos to the MPEG-4 format.
On a high-level, the operation of QBIX-G can be described as follows. The client sends an RTSP DESCRIBE request containing the URL of the requested video and the user preferences of the client. The proxy checks in its cache whether it can find a version that matches the user preferences. Four different scenarios can now occur: † Higher α means more skewed popularity distribution. 
Stream Type
1.
Object miss with quality miss: A full miss is given when the proxy either finds a version with a quality lower than acceptable (quality is acceptable if it is in the range specified by the client, see Sect. 4.2) or if it does not find any entry for the given URL. In this case, the proxy has to forward the request to the server. The server's reply needs to be adapted to the user preferences as specified by the client. (If the server does not support transcoding at all, the proxy has to remove the user preferences from the DESCRIBE.)
2.
Object miss with quality hit: This situation is similar to the first one, except that the video coming from the server matches the user requirements, either because the server did the transcoding, or because the original version happens to have the required properties.
3.
Object hit with quality miss: The proxy finds a cached version of the video but the quality of the object is higher than requested by, or acceptable for, the client and therefore transcoding is needed.
4.
Object hit with quality hit: The proxy finds a cached version where quality is within the ranges specified in the user preferences.
The proxy forwards the created/found version of the video to the client when receiving the RTSP SETUP and PLAY requests and it tries to cache the original/transcoded version, if possible and if not yet cached.
CALCULATING STREAM QUALITY
When receiving a request, a proxy has to compare how "well" cached videos match a request. To be able to perform this calculation, we must first define the features characterizing elementary media streams.
Stream Features
Let S be the set of elementary media streams requested by all clients. Each stream s ∈ S is uniquely defined by a set of variable features F s and a set of constant features C s . F s contains all features that a client is allowed to specify via a request. The set of constant features C s contains features which are changeable neither by the proxy nor by the client. Depending on the stream type, different features are defined, as shown in Table 1 .
For visual streams, dimX identifies the spatial resolution of a stream in the x dimension, avgBitRate specifies the average bit rate in bits per second, color can either be true or false, and f rameRate defines the rate in frames per second. The URL uniquely assigns an elementary stream to a video file, the aspectRatio is used to calculate dimY , the elementary stream id esID is used to uniquely identify a stream within a video file.
For audio streams, numOf Channels defines if a client wants no sound (=0), mono sound (=1), stereo (=2) or surround sound (>2). The feature samplingRate is expressed in Hertz with meaningful discrete values in the range [8000,48000]. Language is a string that defines the language of the audio stream; for music-only streams the language should be set to none.
For all other streams, one defines only avgBitRate, URL and esID.
Request Definition
A single request r to an elementary stream s consists of the URL, the elementary stream id and, for each single feature f i ∈ F s , an acceptance range [min, best, max] and an associated importance value. The sum of importance values over all features f i must sum up to 1:
The client also may specify request specific parameters like the maximum delay (maxDelay) he/she is willing to wait for the service (in milliseconds). For commercial scenarios a client must also specify an upper limit of money he/she is willing to pay for the video. maxDelay and money define critical conditions, i.e., if they cannot be fulfilled the proxy has to return an error. We further define user preferences to include both the feature set F s and the request specific parameters maxDelay and money. An example for a request looks like this: • C s ={URL, aspectRatio, esID} = {rtsp://www.server.at/test.mp4, 4 3 , 2} and maxDelay = 2000 ms.
In this example, F s 's notation is extended by the importance values, expressing, e.g., that the client does not care about color (0.0), but that spatial resolution (0.4) and bit rate (0.5) are of great importance.
Quality Formula
Matching a request to the feature set of the requested stream allows the proxy to calculate an abstract quality value that could be reached by forwarding a specific version of the requested stream to the client. This value tells, how "good" an answer to a given request is.
Feature Quality Function
Feature quality is calculated with the help of a utility function which takes as input a triple: the acceptance range and importance as specified by the client, and val, the actual feature value of the requested stream. Figure 1 shows an actual implementation of a utility function used in evaluating QBIX-G. Intuitively, quality is highest when val is closest to the value considered optimal by the client (best). In this case the maximum quality value, which is given by importance, is returned. The quality value is zero if val is outside the [min, max] acceptance range.
The border parameter, 0 < border < 1, defines the percentage of the importance value that can be achieved at the edge points min and max. This parameter is used to distinguish between cases where the edge points of the range [min, max] are inclusive or exclusive, respectively.
For simplicity, we assume that quality degrades linearly from best to min and best to max. The lowest value is reached at the edge points min and max with a value of border * importance, the peak value is at the position best with the value importance.
Overall Quality Function
The overall quality of a stream s for a request r is defined as:
The maximum possible quality value is 1, which means that a perfect hit was found, a quality value of 0 is interpreted as "Do not send! Client will reject the stream."
Note that the quality function does not state anything about visual quality. It is only a metric on how close the features of a specific stream are to the requested features. By specifying such ranges, the client explicitly states that he/she will not reject a video inside the range due to a quality mismatch ‡ . If no feature ranges are specified, it is assumed that the client requests the video with the original quality. ‡ He/she might still reject the video for other reasons. 
CALCULATING STREAM COSTS
Being able to calculate the quality of an existing stream variation allows a proxy to act as a request filter, i.e., it can detect in advance when stream rejection is likely to occur. A typical use case is that of a mobile device requesting a visual stream which in the cached version exceeds its display size and its bandwidth. A non-adaptive, but metadata aware proxy cache will simply refuse to serve such a request to a client, yet an adaptive proxy cache will try to fit the stream to the request by means of adaptation. Due to the fact that adaptation can be rather expensive, the proxy must be able to calculate how much transcoding will cost.
For this purpose, a cost function was defined which calculates a cost value over all affected resources.
Resource Definition and Costs
QBIX-G regards network, hard disk, and CPU as relevant resources. Each resource is described by an upper limit (namely limit net , limit hd , limit cpu ), a current load (load net , load hd , load cpu ), and a price (price net , price hd , price cpu ). For the network the upper limit is expressed in Mbit/sec, for the hard disk in MByte/sec, and for the CPU the upper limit is defined as the number of video pixels the system can decode per second (as discussed in Sect. 5.1.1). The resource load is expressed as a value in the range [0,1], with 0 indicating that the resource is not used at all and 1 expressing 100% resource usage.
CPU Costs
While the calculation of the load for the resources hard disk and network is rather simple, CPU load calculation is more complex. For this purpose, a multi-threaded benchmark tool is used. The benchmark simulates several sessions, each of them reading a video file from the disk and decoding it. The videos are in MPEG-4 Visual format and CIF resolution, the decoding software is based on the open source library ffmpeg § . The overall execution time is measured and the CPU decoding capability is calculated. For a one-processor system (Pentium 4 @ 2 GHz), a limit cpu value of 33.6 Mpixels/sec was measured. This interpolates to the system being able to decode 33.6Mpixel 352 * 288 ≈ 331 CIF sized frames, or approximately 11 video streams having a frame rate of 30 fps each.
Transcoding Costs. A transcoding operation A is defined as a function that maps the feature set F of a source stream src to an output stream target; the constant features C do not change:
We will define transcoding costs in relation to the costs of decoding. Hence, for each single transcoding algorithm, its costs relative to the decoding operation have to be determined. Table 2 gives an overview of the transcoding operation costs which were derived from the benchmark results. The costs for decoding the src video depend directly on the spatial resolution and the frame rate, i.e., amount to pixel src /sec = dimX src * dimY src * f rameRate src . Costs for all other operations depend on the same features. Some operations depend on the features of the src, some on the features of the target video. For example, encoding is roughly twice as expensive as decoding, a spatial reduction nearly 4 times as expensive as decoding. The costs for temporal adaptation, i.e., B-or B/P-frame dropping are negligible and set to zero.
Note that these values are only approximations of the real costs. For example, decoding costs also depend on the number of B-frames present in a video, on the amount of motion present in the scene, the codec used and its configuration. Also, operations can be concatenated. For example, in order to greyscale a stream in the decompressed domain, the stream must be first decoded, then greyscaled, and finally encoded again. The costs for the combined operation are Decoding + Greyscaling + Encoding = pixel src /sec+0.008 * pixel src /sec+2 * pixel target /sec = 3.008 * pixel src /sec (due to pixel src = pixel target ).
Example
Assume that the following system configuration is given. The upper network limit limit net is set to 5.000.000 bit/sec, the upper CPU limit limit cpu to 30.000.000 pixel/sec and the maximum hard disk speed limit hd is 10.000.000 byte/sec (=80.000.000 bit/sec). The features of the source stream are defined as follows:
f src c src dimX = 352 pixel URL = rtsp://t.at/test.url avgBitRate = 200.000 bit/sec esID = 2 color = 1 aspectRatio = 4/3 frameRate = 25 fps A client requests a version with the features dimX target = 176 pixels and avgBitRate target = 100.000 bit/sec. This requires the proxy/server to decode the stream, re-size it and to encode the result of the re-size operation with the new bit rate. We assume that the source is read from the disk and the transcoding result is written both to the network and to the disk cache.
Disk costs are calculated as reading 200.000 bit/sec and writing back 100.000 bit/sec. Thus, the increase of the disk load hd r generated by the request r is hd r = avgBitRate src + avgBitRate target limit hd = 0.00375
Network costs are limited to sending the generated video to the requester. The increase of the load net r is net r = avgBitRate target limit net = 0.02
The CPU load consists of the sum of the load of all three operations involved in creating the target stream. The load increase cpu r due to request r is 
Requirements
The cost function should fulfill the following requirements: (1) The higher the actual load of a resource, the more expensive should the usage of that resource be. (2) It should act also as an admission control tool, i.e., requests which would exceed the limit of at least one resource should be rejected. 
Cost Formula
The cost formula of QBIX-G distinguishes between several different types of costs. Resource costs occur at the participant that is servicing the request. In commercial scenarios, QBIX-G must consider content costs where content owners receive a fee for each request. In a commercial scenario, resource costs should also reflect the monetary costs that occur at the servicing side for a single request.
Resource Costs
Let load net specify the actual load for the resource network, load hd for the hard disk, and load cpu for the processor. Each resource has assigned a price, namely price net , price cpu and price hd .
The first step in calculating costs is to calculate the additional resource load caused by a request r. As shown in Sect. 5.1.2, we calculate the additional load for the resources network (net r ), disk (hd r ), and CPU (cpu r ).
Resource costs depend directly on the current load of the resource and the assigned price. Thus, for a given request r the formula for overall resource costs is given as Note that, by including the actual load of the current resources, resource intensive operations are penalized if free resources are already sparse. By having 1 − f utureLoad in the denominator, we ensure that the costs for using a resource will grow exponentially with increasing load. With a f utureLoad of 1, costs will be infinite. Admission control functionality is achieved by the additional conditions which return infinite costs if for at least one resource futureLoad ≥ 1. The inclusion of the startup delay increases the costs for a cache miss.
ResourceCosts(r)
= net r 1 −
Billing Costs
Billing costs are only calculated in a commercial scenario and consist of two parts. They include the resource costs, the content costs, and a certain profit for the service provider:
BillingCosts(r) = ResourceCosts(r) + ContentCosts(r, quality) + prof it r .
Note that in a commercial scenario, billing costs return the amount of money that a client is charged for consuming a video. Thus, the resource costs formula must return the monetary costs that occur at the servicing side for a single request. This can be achieved by setting price net , price hd , and price cpu accordingly.
If the billing costs exceed the amount of money a client is willing to pay, the request is rejected. Note that the content costs function has to be provided by the content owner. If no such function exists, the proxy must take full costs even for a lower quality version of the video. P rofit r is the minimum profit the proxy generates by servicing a single request.
In a non-commercial scenario, content costs and profit are zero, thus billing costs are equal to resource costs.
Quality vs. Costs
The previous sections have shown how QBIX-G calculates costs and quality for a single request/stream-version pair. Still, a mechanism is needed which combines the quality measure with the cost value and returns weighted final costs. F inalCosts are calculated as The final costs formula meets the requirement that it spends more resources if the outcome of a transcoding operation has a high quality, trying to maximize quality.
Another possibility to calculate F inalCosts were simply: F inalCosts(r) =
ResourceCosts(r) Quality(r)
. This formula would favor quality for individual streams as well and would have the additional advantage of returning infinite costs if Quality(r) = 0. The disadvantage were that quality would be overemphasized. Some few, expensive (high quality) operations could monopolize the system resulting in an overall higher rejection rate and thus impaired service for the clients. Due to the limited CPU power available in current systems, we chose to use the first formula which allows to service more concurrent requests.
A further requirement is that the cost formula should only have a minimal impact on the object hit rate of the proxy. This requirement is fulfilled by obeying the following stream creation rules.
Stream Creation Rules
Stream creation rules are used to reduce the number of possible variations generated in the proxy and to increase the chance for a future hit. For features, this means that transcoding is limited to specific discrete points.
For visual streams we define the following rules:
• Feature dimX must be a multiple of 44 or equal to the dimension of the source stream. dimY is calculated according to the aspect ratio of the original video. This rule generates the most commonly used resolutions like QCIF (176 x 144), CIF (352 x 288) and 4CIF (704 x 576), thus increasing the chance for a quality hit.
• Average bit rate per second is defined as dimX * dimY * f rameRate * b bit/sec, b ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8}.
• Frame rate should be a multiple of 5 or equal to the original frame rate, except if the video contains B-frames, because we never cache a version which was created by dropping B-frames ¶ .
• Color can be only true or false.
For audio streams the following rules are used:
• The discrete points for the feature samplingRate are {11025 * i} {8000 * j}, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, j ∈ {1, ..., 6}. Higher sampling rates than 48kHz are deliberately not supported.
• The feature numOf Channels is limited to mono or stereo sound only. Creating surround sound in real-time is considered to be too expensive: numOf Channels ∈ {1, 2}.
• The feature avgBitRate is defined as: samplingRate * numOf Channels * r bit/sec, r ∈ {1, 2}.
Version Selection Algorithm
Let S be the set of elementary streams cached at a proxy, let V be the set of streams requested by all clients, S ⊆ V . Also assume that for each stream s ∈ V the content provider has specified a set of eligible variations V s and a set of available adaptation steps A s that can create these variations.
For a request r, the proxy searches all streams in S that have the same URL. For each stream version found, the proxy calculates its quality value. If a version is found that returns a quality value greater than zero, we have an object hit with quality hit (no transcoding is necessary). For each quality hit, costs are calculated and both costs and quality are combined to a final costs value. The version with the lowest final costs is considered best and streamed to the client.
In the other case, when no quality hit was found and transcoding is necessary, one has to generate a set of possible transcoding sources. For a request r this set is defined as S r = {s ∈ S|s.url = r.url ∧ s.cached = true}. If S r = {}, an object miss was encountered.
For each stream s ∈ S r a feature set F s is defined. Transcoding is the process of mapping a feature set F to a feature set F . An adaptor a ∈ A, with A being the set of adaptation steps the proxy supports, performs such a mapping F → F . The definition for a transcoding operation t thus contains an adaptor and the features of the source and target streams:
t : F −−−→ a F ¶ It would be counterproductive to cache a version which can be generated on the fly so easily.
For each feature f ∈ F s the client specified a feature range with a minimum, a best, and a maximum value. For each feature, stream creation rules are known, which are used to transform a feature range to a set of discrete target transcoding points P . For example, for the feature dimX, only multiples of 44 are allowed, or the original resolution. If a client specified dimX as [150,200,300] and the spatial dimension of the original stream is outside the specified range, P dimX will result in the set {176, 220, 264}.
In the visual case, we get sets for dimX (P dx ), bit rate (P br ), frame rate (P fps ), and color (P col ). Thus, the set of all transcoding possibilities T s is defined for a single visual stream s ∈ S r with the properties F s = (dx s , br s , fps s , col s ) as br s , fps s , col s ) −−−→ a (dx, br, f ps, c) This step is repeated for all source files s ∈ S r which gives for a single request r the set of all eligible transcoding steps:
∀t ∈ T r the final costs are calculated. The transcoding steps yielding infinite final costs are removed from T r .
Assuming |T r | > 0, ∀t ∈ T r , the F s → F s pair with the minimum final costs is chosen and the video is adapted with the adaptor a associated with the mapping and streamed to the client in real-time.
If T r = {} after this step, either because of object miss or quality miss, the original video has to be fetched from the server. The proxy then repeats its calculation with the original video as the source. If T r is still empty after this step, the request is rejected.
In a commercial scenario, there is yet another step prior to adaptation. ∀t ∈ T r the BillingCosts t are calculated and only adaptation steps where BillingCosts t < money r holds, remain in T r , with money r being the maximum amount of money the client is willing to pay.
Layered Coded Streams.
The algorithm allows to handle layered coded streams by treating them as a set of sources. A stream for which x layers out of n are cached is treated as if x different versions were cached. CPU costs are calculated as in the non-layered case. They are zero if a version matches the request; if not, an adaptor must be found that decodes, adapts, and encodes the stream.
EVALUATION
Before integrating the cost function into the operational implementation of our proxy, 1 experiments were performed in order to test the idea. We assumed price net = 10, price cpu = 10, and price hd = 10 as "abstract" price values. For the capacities of the disk and the network, we assumed a disk bandwidth of 10 Mbyte/sec and a network bandwidth of 10 Mbit/sec. For CPU speed, we assumed a two-processor system, which is capable of decoding 75 million pixel/sec.
We used WebTraff
13 to generate a list of (nearly) 10000 requests. For the request pattern we assumed Zipf distribution with α = 1.0, 0.75, and 0.3 * * . We simulated 1000 visual streams each with a dimension of 352x288, a frame rate of 30 fps and a constant bit rate of 912384 bit/sec. All files used the same codec, i.e., syntax conversion did not occur. The total size (thus also the duration) of the streams followed a Pareto distribution with the tail index set to 1.2. Streams had a duration between one and 3600 seconds; on average, stream duration was 84 seconds. Request interarrival time was set to 20 seconds.
An adaptor may be defined as a short, predefined sequence of elementary adaptation steps. Dynamic construction of adaptation chains is out of scope of this paper. The frame pattern was set to IP BP B... which allowed a 30 fps stream to be temporally adapted down to 15 fps. B-frames contributed 20% of the total bit rate. The total size of all streams was approximately 9 GB, cache sizes were set in the range from 1% up to 10% of this total size, the number of one-timers in the request sequence was set to 30% and 70%. For cache replacement we used standard LRU.
We ran several benchmarks with the number of users requiring transcoding (e.g., for mobile devices) varying between 0% and 100%, each benchmark was repeated 10 times with different request patterns. Differences in user requirements were simplified to four different devices, with the corresponding user preferences shown in Table 3 . Requests with user preferences were pseudo-randomly distributed over the whole request sequence with every class being equally important.
We assume that the server does not perform transcoding, all transcoding work is done by the proxy. None of the videos is present in a layered coding format, thus transcoding is never used just for cache replacement, as suggested in the literature. 
Transcoding Rules
In case a quality miss is encountered, the proxy tries to match the stored media stream versions to the request. In case of a bit rate miss, it drops B-frames until the specified bit rate range is reached or no more B-frames are left. If the resulting frame/bit rate is still too high, transcoding in the decompressed domain is performed. Results generated by temporal adaptation in the compressed domain are never cached, the hit is assigned to the original video. A spatial miss always requires transcoding. The generated video is moved to the beginning of the LRU list, the position of the original video is not changed. A frame rate miss is dealt with by B-frame dropping until the specified frame rate range is reached or no more B-frames are left. If the resulting fps value is still too high, transcoding in the decompressed domain is used. Only transcoded versions are inserted into the cache.
If the proxy cannot create a version that matches the request (because of an invalid request or due to its admission control), it rejects the request. Adaptation costs are calculated as shown in Section 5. The proxy first determines which adaptors are needed and then calculates the costs that each adaptor causes.
Measured Parameters
The following parameters are measured during benchmark execution:
• Rejected Requests: How many requests were rejected due to unsatisfiable requests, either because the admission control rejected the request or because the requested transcoding step is not supported in the proxy? A rejected request also counts as an object and byte miss.
• Quality Hits: How many requests could be fulfilled directly from the cache without the need for further transcoding?
• Object Hits: How many requests could be fulfilled from the cache (including hits that needed adaptation)?
• Byte Miss Rate: How many of the requested bytes had to be fetched from the media server when an object miss was encountered or a request was rejected? We decided to count a reject as a byte miss -although no bytes are transferred -to distinguish between our proxy which detects rejection caused by quality mismatch in advance and a traditional proxy which would try to service even absurd requests such as streaming an HDTV video to a cell phone.
• Not Cached Due To Locking: How many streams could not be inserted into the proxy cache because it could not free up enough space due to file locking?
• Not Cached Due To Size: How many streams were not inserted due to the stream object exceeding a size threshold value?
Experimental Setup
We tested with three different proxy configurations:
• Traditional Web Proxy: A metadata unaware Web proxy employing LRU cache replacement. Metadata appended to a request is ignored.
• Traditional Intelligent Proxy: A metadata aware traditional Web proxy which is not capable of adaptation but the proxy is at least "smart" enough to detect and parse the metadata and to reject requests which would require transcoding.
• QBIX-G Media Gateway: Our adaptive media gateway which uses our cost formula and can perform adaptation in the decompressed domain.
These configurations were -where meaningful -benchmarked with different numbers of adaptation request:
• No Adaptation Scenario: This is the reference scenario where no client requires adaptation.
• 25% Adaptation Scenario: Every fourth request enforces transcoding in the decompressed domain.
• 100% Adaptation Scenario: All requests enforce transcoding in the decompressed domain. The Traditional Intelligent Proxy configuration was measured additionally in the 25% Adaptation Scenario (the Traditional Intelligent Proxy, 25% Adaptation Requests graph). The 100% Adaptation Scenario was not meaningful with this configuration, since it would have resulted in 100% rejection rate.
The QBIX-G Media Gateway was benchmarked with 0%, 25% and 100% adaptation requests, the noadaptation scenario giving the same results as the traditional proxy. The 25% scenario is named Media Gateway, 25% Adaptation Scenario, the 100% scenario Media Gateway, 100% Adaptation Scenario.
Furthermore, we repeated some benchmarks with an object size limit for individual video objects which was set to 25% of the proxy disk cache size.
Results
The following results were found during the evaluation: (1) Adaptation is always better than rejection. (2) If the number of client requests demanding adaptation increases, the general cache characteristics (such as object hit rate, quality hit rate, and byte miss rate) are getting worse. (3) In the case of request rejections, a media gateway (an adaptive proxy) avoids sending unusable data over the network. (4) Locking is a major problem for a media gateway, often leading to a situation where streams cannot be cached because not enough disk space could be freed. (5) Introducing the object size limit is advantageous for both the media gateway and the traditional proxy. It improves quality and object hit rate and degrades byte miss rate. (6) Current hardware is fast enough to perform real-time adaptation in the decompressed domain for small proxy systems.
The following sections will provide more details on each of the findings. 
Adaptation vs. Rejection
It is an obvious conclusion that adaptation is always better than rejection, yet it is a conclusion worth quantifying. For example, Figure 2 (a) shows the gain in object hit rate one can achieve by supporting media gateway functionality. The cases where requests for adaptation are simply ignored lead to an object hit rate as shown in the traditional intelligent proxy graph in Figure 2 (a). In general, the higher the Zipf α value (meaning more skewed popularity), the more substantial is the gain in hit rate; with α = 1.0 the difference is up to 10%.
Impact of Number of Adaptation Requests
Figure 2(b) shows how the object hit rate evolves with an increasing number of adaptation requests. Generally, the hit rate decreases with an increasing number of adaptation requests. Similar observations can be made for byte miss rate (Figure 3(a) ) and quality hit rate (Figure 3(b) ).
The reason for this behavior lies in our assumption that no stream is available in a layered coding format, thus the sum of the sizes of all transcoded versions of a stream is larger than the size of a single layered coded version of the same stream. As soon as the cache size is less restricted, the media gateway can close the gap to the traditional proxy. The byte miss rate in Figure 3(a) with a large cache size of 10% of the total size of all videos is a good example for that. Another reason is that if there is enough disk space in the proxy cache, we also store the original versions of the stream. By making two insertions into the proxy cache for an object miss, we evict more streams from the cache for a single request than a traditional proxy (which only stores the original version). For a sequence of 10000 requests, where all requests require transcoding, the number of insertions is as high as 16200 for the Zipf parameter α = 0.3 case (cache size 10%). With α = 1.0 this value is reduced to less than 10800 due to a higher object and quality hit rate.
Quality hit rate is defined as how many requests can be reused directly from the cache without requiring transcoding. Thus, the higher the number of adaptation requests, the lower is the hit rate. The parameter tells us how much transcoding work was saved by caching transcoded versions. As shown in Figure 3(b) , quality hit rate is very sensitive to the Zipf α value. The higher this value, the better is the achieved hit rate. Again, the reason is the lack of layered coding.
The Problem of Locking
Generally, locking in a video cache is worse than in a standard Web proxy cache. As in every cache, objects must be locked on the file level and excluded from cache replacement as long as they are in use by a client. While this amount of time is very short for small Web documents, it depends in the case of videos directly on the duration of the video streams. For example, consider the case where a client requests a two hour video. Due to our proxy not supporting partial caching in the time domain, this video will be locked in the cache for the whole play-out time, i.e., two hours. Thus, large files can remain in the cache for a very long time, even if they are only one-timers. The situation gets worse with adaptive video proxies that support transcoding in the decompressed domain. Now, not only the original source video is locked in the cache but also the generated transcoded version. In the worst case, this means that for a single request, a zero-timer (the original video) and a one-timer (the transcoded version) block the cache for other (popular) objects.
As shown in Figure 4 (a), 16% to 37% of all video insertions fail due to locking when all clients request adaptation, whereas in the non-transcoding scenarios this value is clearly lower. Interestingly, locking seems to be worse with highly skewed request patterns. The reason is that some large source streams remain in the cache for a very long time, e.g., consider a popular 100 second video being used as transcoding source. With α = 1.0 it is very likely that during the time the original video is locked, another request will need the same video for a different transcoding step and extend the lock time for the original video. Thus, a constant (large) amount of the proxy cache is always locked, with the other less popular requests competing for the reduced space. Also, a growing cache size allows the proxy to cache larger videos that remain locked longer than short videos, leading to the "bumps" in the graphs in Figure 4 (a). With increasing number of transcoding requests, request rejection decreases to approximately 10%. This is due to two reasons. First, the CPU of the benchmarked system is fast enough to cope with all transcoding requests, so if a request is rejected it is always due to insufficient network bandwidth. Second, three out of four mobile groups require a bit rate lower than the original bit rate, which reduces the load on the resource network.
Effect of Object Size Limit
For most measured parameters, the object size limit shows the same effect on both adaptation and non-adaptation scenarios, e.g., quality and object hit rates improve, byte miss rate decreases in both scenarios.
Introducing an object size limit of 25% of the overall proxy cache size significantly reduces the locking problem in both scenarios ( Figure 5(a) ). In the traditional proxy the locking problem no longer exists, in the media gateway it reaches 1% at most. Due to the size limit and the higher bit rate of original video versions, these are more likely to exceed the size limit and are not cached. Thus, the size limit favors smaller objects, i.e., transcoded versions, with a bit rate lower than the original one. This allows the media gateway to store more objects, which improves quality and object hit rates. Figure 5(b) shows this behavior. The traditional proxy always has a higher request rejection rate than the media gateway. When only original video objects are requested, the traditional proxy rejects, for a medium cache size (5%), approx. 20% of all insertions because of their size, while the media gateway only rejects about 13%. Compared to the scenarios where no object size limit is set, these values are still high, though, which explains why byte miss rate is negatively affected. Generally speaking, introducing the object size limit improves object and quality hit rates at the price of worsening byte miss rate.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a multimedia proxy gateway that makes a first step towards offering What You Need is What You Get (WYNIWYG) services. By combining user preferences, resource usage, and quality into one cost formula, we are able to determine which media stream version will give the client good enough quality with acceptable costs at the proxy. We have shown the effects of transcoding in the decompressed domain on the byte, object, and quality hit rates, and that locking is a major problem if the number of adaptation requests is high and one is forced to rely solely on transcoding. As long as the devices requiring adaptation remain a minority, transcoding is a feasible processing step in a media gateway proxy and a useful complement to layered coding support. The minor loss of object hit rate is compensated by the functionality gained and will be further reduced when layered coding is available.
In further work, we will extend our simulations to include layered coding and implement the cost function and user preferences support into our open-source RTSP proxy implementation QBIX, which in turn is part of our multimedia framework ViTooKi (Video Tool Kit, available at http://vitooki.sourceforge.net). The implementation is conforming to the MPEG-7 and MPEG-21 standards.
